Anstine Drywall Inc.
“Prompt Professional Service”

Why choose Anstine Drywall, Inc.?
♦ Experience Anstine drywall has been in business for over 25 years and our professional
staff has well over 500 years of combined experience in the drywall industry.
♦ Prompt, Professional Service You only need to make ONE call & we will make
sure your needs are handled in a timely manor. Our goal is to make you look good!
♦ Showroom We invite you and your clients to visit our showroom to review samples and
discuss drywall related options. Please call for an appointment.
♦ Job take-offs Send us your print and we will provide you a computer generated proposal
so you will have an accurate budget number for your project.
♦ Pre-hang inspection Our jobsite inspectors visit every job in advance of the hang &
finish crews. Using spray paint they mark electrical box locations and leave detailed
instructions to reduce the risk of mistakes.
♦ Pre-hang preparation Our hanging crews are equipped with carpenter tools to cut
bowed studs and install missing nailers, utilizing material left on site. This provides a tighter
fit, straighter wall, and reduces the need to have a framing crew return to the job.
♦ Spanning floor plates When hanging homes with 2-story rooms, stairwells and open
foyers we span the floor plate. This helps to reduce settling cracks and unhappy homeowners.
♦ Generous glue application We apply extra glue to wall field studs which permits the
reduction of mechanical fasteners. This will help to reduce the amount of screw and/or nail
pops that occur from lumber shrinkage.
♦ X-Crack option We offer the option of this revolutionary new product where roof trusses
are utilized to create sloped, tented or cathedral ceilings. It’s patented design helps to absorb
truss movement and the corner is GUARANTEED never to crack.
♦ Hand Applied Texture Sprayed on texture often looks thin and uneven. To ensure
complete coverage and a beautiful appearance, our texture crews hand roll your ceilings.
♦ Custom texture design Distinguish yourself from other builders by having us create
a unique texture design for your customers walls and ceilings.
♦ One year warranty We will repair defects due to workmanship or product failure for
one year. One trip to make repairs due to settling or lumber shrinkage can be requested within
the first 12 months and includes up to 3 man hrs. (Painting not included)

Phone: (330)784-3867

Fax: (330)784-3965

www.anstinedrywall.com

